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Introduction 
The present study, concentrating on the 1984 film and television series The Lion of Flanders, 
forms a case study within my larger PhD research on the relation between nation and film. The 
Lion of Flanders was an adaptation of Hendrik Conscience’s 1838 novel of the same name, 
which had the 1302 Battle of the Golden Spurs as its inspiration.   
 
My study originally started as a quite classic, textual analysis of the representation of history 
and nationalism in The Lion of Flanders. However, I quickly realized that this film was quite 
exceptional within the Flemish audiovisual context. On the one hand, it did fit within a certain 
tradition of adaptations of Flemish classics which were situated in the first half of the 20
th
 
century and in which a certain Flemish national character was maintained. But on the other 
hand, The Lion of Flanders was an exceptional film because it was situated in the Middle Ages, 
and it was not a modest peasant’s drama, but a large-scale production with knights, crowd 
scenes, extravagant costumes, etcetera.  
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Next to its exceptional bigness and the unusual prestige of the production, there was also the 
fact that it was an adaptation of a very explicitly and straightforward pro-Flemish story, which 
was very rare within the Flemish audiovisual fiction production. 
 
In the light of the question on the relation between nation, history and culture, and the role 
that film can play in this relation, the exceptionality of The Lion of Flanders makes it extremely 
interesting to examine why and how such a production was realized, and how it was received. 
The original idea of a textual analysis thus evolved towards a more integral analysis, in which 
both the textual level and the production and reception context of The Lion of Flanders were 
closely examined. 
 
To reconstruct and analyze the production context, I made use of original archival material, 
mainly from the ministry of culture. For the textual analysis, I analyzed for every scene the 
different cinematic levels, of which some were subsequently compared with the book of 
Conscience and the original historical events. For the reception analysis, 103 newspaper and 
magazine articles from Flanders, the French community and the Netherlands were analyzed.  
Through these different analyses, I did not only focus on nation-related elements. I tried to be 
as systematic and inclusive as possible, in order to avoid the critique that you can find anything 
you want because of a single, deterministic approach and interpretation.  
Nationalism in Flanders  
Before discussing the results of my study, I will first briefly elaborate on the place of The Lion of 
Flanders within Flemish nationalism.   
In the dominant modernist conception, nations, or, as Benedict Anderson (1999) would put it, 
imagined communities, and nationalism are social and discursive constructions, for which 
concepts such as a ‘national history’ and a ‘shared culture’ are a sine qua non (see Gellner, 
2006; Hobsbawm, 1990; Smith, 1994). The nationalistic historiography makes a selective, 
anachronistic and teleological interpretation of history, in order to legitimize the political 
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and/or the cultural autonomy of a nation. In the 19
th
 century, artists and historians were 
actively involved to represent and narrate this national history for the nation’s people. 
 
This was also the case for Belgium after its independence in 1830. Flanders, the Northern, 
Dutch-language region, took a special place in this Belgian nation-building project. The Flemish 
element was used to underline the specificity of the new Belgian nation, in order to get rid of 
the dreaded idea that Belgium would actually belong to France. This Flemish element was 
provided by the Flemish Movement of the 19
th
 century, which was a cultural elite without a 
political agenda. 
 
The writer Hendrik Conscience was one of the most prominent figures of this Flemish 
Movement. Almost all of his books were popularized and strongly romanticized narrations of 
the most glorious moments from the national Belgian and, mainly, Flemish history. This was 
also the case for his most important work, The Lion of Flanders, for which the Battle of the 
Golden Spurs of 1302 delivered the historical background for the simplified and anachronistic 
story. Before the book, the Battle of the Golden Spurs was barely known, but it quickly became 
a national symbol for Flanders, on which both the Flemish holiday, flag and anthem were, and 
are, based.  
 
Conscience’s work must be seen within the 19
th
 century cultural emancipation of Flanders. 
After the turn of the century however, the Flemish Movement became a truly nationalistic 
movement, incorporating not only cultural, but also political ideas. This also brought a shift in 
the Flemish nation building discourse, which meant that Conscience’s book was from then on 
used as a pamphlet to throw off the French-language yoke on all areas. 
Film analysis 
In 1983, Conscience was a hundred years dead, and so the year was dutifully declared as the 
Conscience year. By the way, this year, in 2012, it is 200 years ago that Conscience was born, 
but ironically, this is not celebrated at all. The Flemish public broadcaster BRT and the film 
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production company Kunst & Kino, both specialized in adapting Flemish literary classics that 
were situated in the first half of the 20th century, took Conscience’s most important work, The 
Lion of Flanders, as an opportunity to set up a real prestigious production, never seen before in 
the Flemish audiovisual history. That this would cost a lot of money goes without saying, and 
many partners, most of them related to the government were involved in the project. 
 
Also, a subsidy dossier was handed in at the film commission of the Flemish ministry of culture. 
However, the film commission gave a negative advice for the “so disputable prestige project of 
which the heroic historiography is no longer justifiable and makes a mockery of the historical 
reality”. The film commission thus showed itself very conscious of and sensitive to the possible 
Flemish nationalistic character of this film, and they stated that the Flemish society had evolved 
beyond this kind of things. However, the pro-Flemish minister of culture ignored this advice, 
which was quite uncommon to do, and granted the biggest film support ever. That this 
happened during the economic crisis, caused a lot of displeasure and protests, but they were all 
to no effect. 
 
It was not only the big budget or the exceptional promotion campaign that proves that The Lion 
of Flanders was an important project for all the production partners, but also the production 
preparations. A Supervision Commission was set up, and for every production-related decision 
or change of the script, the commission had to give its permission. The artistic freedom of the 
director was thus heavily restricted. This is no surprise when we know that Hugo Claus, the 
most important Flemish writer of the 20th century, was the director of the film. He was known 
for his ironic and critical descriptions of the Flemish provincialism. It was expected, or feared by 
some, that he would do the same with this film. Here, you see Hugo Claus on the lap of a statue 
of Conscience, in Antwerp, and it also was a bit like this for the adaptation of The Lion of 
Flanders. Clause had to yield to the wishes of the Supervision Commission, and thus to 
Conscience. 
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For example, the Supervision Commission stipulated that “it is the task of the director to adapt 
Conscience, not to improve him”. It was clear that a truthful Conscience-adaptation was the 
commission’s biggest concern. Due to this, the book was largely followed, which caused that 
the film can be seen as strongly nationalistic, anachronistically representing the Battle of the 
Golden Spurs as an early example of ‘Flemish’ resistance against ‘French’ dominance.  
Although there can be found some implicit elements of irony in the film, the original explicitly 
romantic and glorifying image of the Flemish is predominant. The biggest deviation from the 
book was probably the introduction of some female nudity in the film. But this nudity was used 
to portray the French as decadent, opposed to the Flemings as modest and innocent. The 
simplified contrast between the Flemings as ‘the good ones’, being brave and loyal, against the 
French as ‘the bad ones’, being dishonorable and cowardly, was persisted throughout the 
whole film and on all levels.  
Interesting is the fact that the ‘good Flemings’ were played by Flemish actors, while the ‘bad 
French’ were played by Dutch actors. This can be seen as ironic, but at the same time, also 
another returning contrast from the Flemish nationalism, the one between Flanders and The 
Netherlands, is introduced.  
 
In January 1984, The Lion of Flanders premiered at the film festival of Brussels. It was a period 
full of community difficulties, as usually in Belgium, and there were a few actions of the ultra-
rightwing Flemish nationalist party, such as the distribution of leaflets with the then popular 
slogan ‘Belgium burst’.   
Before the release of The Lion of Flanders, the Flemish press, unlike the Dutch and the French-
language press, only sporadically went into the symbolic meaning of the film’s subject for the 
Flemish Movement. When they did, the possible nationalistic character of the film was waved 
aside because, they argued, the critical Hugo Claus was the director. This shows how strong the 
press in that time approached films from the auteur paradigm. 
 
At the release of the film, the big majority of the Flemish reviews was negative. The critic was 
mainly directed at the amateurism of the film, which clearly didn’t come up the expectations. 
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Many reviewers did criticize the simplified contrast between the Flemings and the French, but 
only a small minority also made a nationalistic reading of the film. 
Whereas the Flemish press could still be called rather mildly negative, the French-language 
press was inexorably harsh. The heavily negative review were, unlike the Flemish ones, for the 
biggest part based on ideological motives. The film was not only seen as nationalistic, it was 
also called straightly racist and anti-French, and some reviewers also linked the film to the then 
pertinent community difficulties. 
 
Only as a result of these strong French-language reactions, the debate in the Flemish press was 
also stimulated. Interesting within this debate was that apart from the biggest group that 
criticized the nationalism of the film, there was also a small, but distinct Flemish nationalist 
group of journalists who also heavily criticized the film, but for exactly the opposite reasons as 
the French-language press put forward. This group of Flemish journalists criticized the 
unfaithful and blasphemous adaptation of Conscience’s book, taking the few ironic elements in 
the film to show that Hugo Claus was making fun of the Flemish Movement. Hugo Claus himself 
disclaimed the film not long after its release, and he said he wanted to forget the whole 
traumatic affair as soon as possible.  
Discussion  
In the introduction, I stated that the exceptionality of The Lion of Flanders makes it interesting 
to examine why and how such a production was realized, and how it was received. To conclude, 
I’d like to briefly do an attempt to interpret my results in a broader socio-cultural and political 
framework. 
 
The negative reception by the Flemish press probably needs to be seen within a larger 
dwindling public interest for the writer Conscience and the great Flemish myths of the past. The 
success of historical drama’s before the 1980s can be interpreted within the then very much 
alive Flemish emancipation and the need for the construction and confirmation of a certain 
Flemish identity. In the 1980s, the cultural self-confidence had grown, which caused a decrease 
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of interest for historical drama, in favor of a strong preference for contemporary fiction that 
was more closely related to people’s own world. 
 
Despite this, the investment in historical drama during the 1980s was bigger than ever. This can 
be explained within a broader socio-political context, in which the Flemish political nation 
building was a hot topic, and which had its repercussion on the audiovisual area. Apart from 
this, within the broader audiovisual context of the 1980s, there was also an evolution towards 
popularization, commercialization and the feared ‘Americanization’. The choice for historical 
drama’s was a conscious and forced resistance from the Flemish public television and 
government. They imposed their will on the Flemish public, and the prestigious Lion of 
Flanders-production was an experiment in changing the strategy to win back the audience. 
From all this, I think we can conclude that from an exceptional production such as The Lion of 
Flanders, a lot can be learned about the Flemish society and audiovisual sector in the 1980s, 
and their relation with the nation. 
